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Great value if you are trying for a baby: One reusable
digital display pen and 7 Advanced Ovulation Tests and 2
Pregnancy Test in the same pack.
REUSABLE: The Electronic digital display pen can be
reused many times and Just replace Pregnancy Test
strips(HCG) and Ovulation Test strips(LH)
Multifunction:The only electronic digital test on the
market that can test both pregnancy and ovulation.
Easy to Use：Dip in the urine for 5-10 seconds, and the
results will appear within 3 minutes
Over Over 99% accurate from the day you expect your
period(4 days before you expect your period)
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All about pregnancy
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Reusable Digital
Ovulation Test

Detect the LH PEAK-
The LH peak means the most fertile days,if you are trying
to get pregnant, HUAC digital ovulation tests can help you
to maximize the chances of conceiving;

Accurate-Over 99% accurate;

Easy to Read-Results displayed on a digital screen, easier than
ever to read;

Easy to Use-Home user apid test, Only 5 minutes, can tell
you the result.
 
 

Pinpoints your 2 best days to
get pregnant naturally

Unique- The ONLY REUSABLE digital pregnancy test which can
tell her how many weeks (1-2weeks,2-3weeks,3+ weeks); 

Accurate- Over 99% accurate; 

Unmistakably Clear-
Results displayed on the digital screen; 

Sensitive-Can be used 4 days before the 
expected period; 

Convenient-Easy to use, Easy to read; 

Reusable-Monitor is reusable 

Advantage:

Reusable Digital
PregnancyTest

 
 Find Your 2 Peak Days 

WHY
CHOOSE  IS
IMPORTANT?

"Over 99% Accurate frm the date of
the expected period"

EASY TO USE 
Like others ,I prefer to test
in unrine stream ,that it is
what we want.
and even the monitoer can
tell you the weeks what is
very amazing 

So I am very irregular with my
menstrual cycle and we tried
before but nothing so I bought
this at a recommendation from
the GYN and it works! Told me
when I was ovulating and now
I’m pregnant! I would
recommend if you are trying and
irregular like I am

I decided to not take birth
control, so I’m just tracking my
cycle to prevent pregnancy. Just
took a test to make sure I’m
good, worked fast and was
accurate..

Over 99% Accurate 
at detecing LH surge


